Sanding

**industrial**; metal, glass and fabricated parts **utilitarian**; metal, glass and fabricated parts **artistic**; metal, glass, pottery, stone, wood, leather, plastic materials, fabricated parts

Paintwork

wet paintwork is a common method of paint or spray with „wet“ synthetic water diluted colours a powder paintwork is nowadays one of the most effective methods of a surface adjustment which can provide metal products with a quality, long life and a perfect appearance

Polishing

a final surface adjustment of primary materials without any necessity of a further surface cover like paintwork, metallizing or chromizing

Glowing

splat cooling, burning, annealing and other surface adjustment work used for a wide variety of materials by up to the temperature of 1300 °C

Metalwork

customized production of small both machinery and ordinary products

Renovation

both surface and tectonic adjustment and mending of variety of components

Design

designs and realization of various patterns and matrices to create some relieves with shot blasting over many independent items and pieces

A complete surface finish solution of variety of objects made of all available materials